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1: More wolves will arrive on Isle Royale this fall - www.enganchecubano.com
why don't wolves eat all that they kill? { find the reasons } ravens give wolves a reason to live in packs.

Isle Royale wolf decline boosts moose April 30, A scientific report says the wolf population of Isle Royale
National Park in Lake Superior is dangerously low for the third consecutive year, while moose numbers are
steadily rising. Fading wolf population to be restored at Lake Superior park March 16, Federal officials have
tentatively decided to transport gray wolves to Isle Royale National Park in Michigan over the next three years
to replenish a population that has nearly died out because of inbreeding and disease. Isle Royale likely to get
wolves over a 3-year span March 20, The National Park Service on Friday formally moved forward with its
proposal to put 20 to 30 wolves on Isle Royale in Lake Superior over three years to bolster the nearly extinct
population on the island and cull the growing For the third year in a row, the Isle Royale wolf population
remains Two in the pack: No changes for Isle Royale wolves April 18, For the second year in a row, the Isle
Royale wolf population remains a mere two. Researchers from Michigan Tech say that as the wolf population
stays stagnant, the moose population will continue to grow at a rapid pace. What should be done about the
disappearing wolves of Isle Royale? March 19, PhysOrg. Recommended for you Mosquito genome opens new
avenues for reducing bug-borne disease November 14, The mosquito Aedes aegypti is a powerful, plentiful
species: It populates six continents, can carry deadly viruses, and bites with abandon. But until recently, its
genome was in tatters. How birds and insects reacted to the solar eclipse November 14, A team of researchers
with Cornell University and the University of Oxford has found that birds and insects reacted in some
surprising ways to the U. In their paper published in the journal Biology First tally of US-Russia polar bears
finds a healthy population November 14, Not all polar bears are in the same dire situation due to retreating sea
ice, at least not right now. Off the western coast of Alaska, the Chukchi Sea is rich in marine life, but the
number of polar bears in the area had Zoologist outlines how humans have altered evolution over past century
November 14, Zoologist Sarah Otto, with the University of British Columbia, has published a report in the
journal Proceedings of the Royal Society B regarding human influence on evolution over the past century. She
notes that the number Symbiosis a driver of truffle diversity November 14, While the sight of black or white
truffle being shaved over on pasta is generally considered a sign of dining extravagance, they play an
important role in soil ecosystem services. Truffles are the fruiting bodies of the ectomycorrhizal New research
offers detail and insight into deep-time evolution of animal life on islands November 14, Islands have been
vital laboratories for advancing evolutionary theory since the pioneering work of Charles Darwin and Alfred
Russel Wallace in the 19th century.
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2: Minnesota wolves moved to Isle Royale | MPR News
Isle Royale National Park is a remote island in Lake Superior that is 99 percent federally designated wilderness. It is
home to the longest predator-prey study in the world, marking its 60th year in , focused on the interplay between the
island's most famous residents, its wolves and moose.

Restocking wolves on Isle Royale raises questions about which species get rescued Contact s: Eric Freedman
Journalism office: Isle Royale is one of the most remote U. It stretches across one large island, its namesake,
and more than smaller ones in northwest Lake Superior. This fall the National Park Service has released four
wolves captured from the mainland on Isle Royale. Once there were 50 wolves on the island, but inbreeding,
climate change and disease all but wiped them out in the past decade. Restocking wolves on Isle Royale is the
first time that the National Park Service has intervened in a designated wilderness area to manipulate a
predator-prey relationship. We think this is unlikely to happen because wolves have friends in high places in
the scientific establishment and the federal government. In our view, media attention and the cultural history
of the wolf-moose relationship on Isle Royale have outweighed most scientific qualms about putting a finger
on the ecological scale. Small bull moose on Isle Royale. Both species have cultural meanings that extend
beyond their predator-prey relationship. Moose were first sighted on the island around the turn of the 20th
century, and scientists have been examining them continuously since at least the late s. Wolves arrived around
For decades they could reach the island by crossing over ice from the mainland in winter. Now climate change
is altering ice formation in Lake Superior, leaving wolves on the island isolated. Isle Royale is located in the
northwest corner of Lake Superior. NPS Isle Royale measures just over square miles and is well-suited for
ecological research. Animals exist there in relatively small and thus, countable numbers. The island is easily
accessible by boat, ski-plane and seaplane, weather permitting. And it is isolated. More people visit
Yellowstone National Park on a single summer day than trek to Isle Royale in an entire season, which runs
from May into October. There are no roads and no motors allowed. The only people present in winter are park
employees and scientists. Grey wolves in the Great Lakes region have been moved on and off of the U.
Endangered Species List several times in the past 20 years. But they are not as controversial here as they are in
the western United States â€” perhaps because fewer farmers and ranchers are affected by their presence, or
because even though their numbers dipped to a few hundred in the s, they never really went away. Three years
later, writer and wolf advocate Lee Smits brought four more wolves from the Detroit Zoo to the island. Over
the next several decades the wolf population grew, peaking at 50 in and then declining due to inbreeding,
fighting among wolves, disease and starvation. Even with wolf predation, the moose population swelled,
shrank and swelled again, peaking in at about 2, Although Murie had hoped these two species would achieve
ecological balance, wolf and moose numbers fluctuated between peaks and crashes. Populations of wolves
blue and moose yellow on Isle Royale have fluctuated between peaks and crashes in recent decades. A male
and a female wolf, trapped on the Grand Portage reservation, were released at different locations on Sept.
Another female wolf trapped at Grand Portage died in custody on Sept. Who to save next? If people want to
see wolves, they need to go to Yellowstone. Fish and Wildlife Service has transferred panthers from Texas to
south Florida to save an isolated and inbred population there. The wolf project raises many questions. If it
works, will the National Park Service undertake similar efforts elsewhere? How will it choose which species
to save? Is inbreeding in a small population a more serious threat than the loss of an animal in an ecosystem,
however contained? What about birds , fish , insects or plants? As conservation advocates know well, some
species have more public appeal than others. If the National Park Service attempts more genetic rescues, we
expect media-friendly species will be the likely targets. Mark Neuzil , professor of communication and
journalism, University of St. Read the original article. More on these topics.
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3: About The Project: Overview | The Wolves and Moose of Isle Royale
A graph showing the number of wolves and number of moose on Isle Royale since NPS. Wolf & Moose Population. The
prey to predator relationship of Isle Royale's moose and wolves has a direct effect on both species' populations.

Overview Isle Royale is a remote wilderness island, isolated by the frigid waters of Lake Superior, and home
to populations of wolves and moose. As predator and prey, their lives and deaths are linked in a drama that is
timeless and historic. Their lives are historic because we have been documenting their lives for more than five
decades. This research project is the longest continuous study of any predator-prey system in the world. After
14 years Over time wolf abundance fluctuated a bit. But, after a series of mild winters moose abundance
doubled. After 22 years Then a series of severe winters, increased wolf predation, and moose abundance was
cut in half. Wolves soared to 50 individuals. The wolf population crashes. After 38 years With a reprieve from
wolf predation, the moose population explodes. We begin to think, but cannot yet prove, that inbreeding
among wolves explains why they languor in low abundance for over a decade. A year later Intense
competition for a declining forage, an outbreak of winter ticks, and the severe winter. They all conspired
against the moose population which collapsed in Another decade passes Moose continue to dwindle. In , a
wolf immigrates from Canada, bringing an infusion of new genes. The wolves increase erratically. After 53
years The wolf population eventually stumbles as the moose continue to be kept low by high rates of
predation, ticks, and hot summers. Much of what we have learned is associated with having been patient
enough to observe and study the fluctuations in wolf and moose abundances summarized above. The wolves
and moose of Isle Royale also frequently reveal intimate details of their daily life experiences and they have
inspired numerous artistic expressions. If we pay attention, they all tell us something important about our
relationship with nature. These insights and discoveries are all presented here for you. Building on the graph
above and to develop a deeper understanding, here is more on the history of wolves and moose on Isle Royale.
Moose first came to Isle Royale in the early 20th century, and for fifty years, their numbers fluctuated with
weather conditions and food abundance. Wolves first arrived in the late s by crossing an ice bridge from
Canada. The lives of Isle Royale moose would never be the same. Researchers began annual observations of
wolves and moose on Isle Royale in The project began during the darkest hours for wolves in North
Americaâ€”humans had driven wolves to extinction in large portions of their former range. The hope had been
that knowledge about wolves would replace hateful myths and form the basis for a wiser relationship with
wolves. Most studies in ecology last for a few years or less. Afterward, ecologists naturally draw conclusions
about the nature of our environment. Scientists did so after observing the wolves and moose of Isle Royale for
a few years. Durward Allen, who initiated the Isle Royale wolf-moose project in , was a pioneer among
ecologists for having the foresight to understand the value of continuing to observe where others would have
drawn conclusions and moved on to study something different. By the moose population had doubled, and one
now had to admit there had been a major shift in the balance. The wolf-moose project was originally designed
to continue for ten years. Administrators of the day suggested that the project end. Durward found greater
merit in continuing to lead these observations. By , the study in its 22nd year, the moose population had tripled
from its original size and then declined to half its maximum size. During that time, wolves more than doubled
to fifty. By now it was apparent. In particular, wolves in were abundant and moose had been on the decline for
the better part of a decade. Would it be possible that wolves could drive their prey to extinction? No one had
ever observed wolves and their prey long enough to know. The next two years were dramatic. Wolves
plummeted from 50 to Canine parvovirus, a disease inadvertently introduced by humans, was largely to blame
for the decline. With only 14 wolves, extinction was a real concern. The only way to know what would happen
next would be to continue observing. The wolf population recovered partially during the mids, only to decline
again. For much of a decade wolf abundance remained in the low teens. It seemed plausible, but far from
certain, that the low numbers were ultimately the negative consequences of inbreeding. All we knew for sure
was that Isle Royale wolves are highly inbred and descended from just a single female and two males. Low
wolf abundance provided an unprecedented opportunity â€” a natural experiment of sorts â€” to see how
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moose would respond to reduced wolf predation. With predation low during the late s and early s, moose lived
longer and gave birth to more calves. The moose population nearly tripled to almost 2, by During the winter
of , lack of forage for the moose, an outbreak of moose ticks , and severe winter all conspired against the
moose. The winter had been more severe than any in over a century. The moose population collapsed from its
all-time high to just moose. Just as the moose population collapsed, wolves seemed as though they would
stage a comeback â€” their abundance doubled in the mid s. With the collapse of the moose population, food
for wolves was rare, and the timing of their comeback unfortunate. What happened next is something we
would not discover ourselves for another 14 years. During the winter of , a wolf from Canada immigrated to
Isle Royale. He crossed on an ice bridge that occasionally forms between Isle Royale and Canada. His arrival
also explains, in part, why wolves did pretty well from to , during a time when it was relatively difficult for
wolves to capture moose. For several years around the turn of the century, moose seemed to be recovering.
Then, a series of very hot summers struck. During hot summers moose feed less, as they spent more time
resting in the shade. Having fed less, the undernourished moose were less prepared to survive the winters.
Warm temperatures also enabled severe outbreaks of moose tick. Weakened by heat and ticks, moose dropped
to their lowest observed levels. Wolves took advantage of weakened moose, fueling high rates of predation.
During the first decade of the 21st century, the moose population steadily slid to its lowest levels. The wolf
population, with 30 individuals living in three packs, had been thriving until But with moose becoming
increasingly rare, capturing food become increasingly difficult. One wolf pack failed after another. By , the
population was reduced to 9 wolves living in one pack and another half dozen wolves, the socially
disorganized remnants of Middle Pack. DNA analysis of wolf scats collected at kill sites indicates no more
than two adult females in the population. If they were to die before giving birth to new females, the wolves
would be committed to extinction. One of the important lessons The wolves and moose of Isle Royale have
been of interest for so long because they offer some very important, general lessons. Here is one of the most
important. Important attitudes about how we should relate to Nature, and some of our abusive relationships
with Nature, are rooted in convictions that we understand Nature well, and can accurately predict how Nature
will respond to our actions. For 50 years, the focused purpose of the Isle Royale wolf-moose project has been
to predict and understand a relatively simple natural system. But the more we studied, the more we came to
realize how poor our previous explanations had been. The accuracy of our predictions for Isle Royale wolf and
moose populations is comparable to those for long-term weather and financial markets. Every five-year period
in the Isle Royale history has been different from every other five-year period â€” even after fifty years of
close observation. The first 25 years of the chronology were fundamentally different from the second 25 years.
And the next five decades will almost certainly be different from the first five decades. And the only way we
will know how, is to continue observing. The most important events in the history of Isle Royale wolves and
moose have been essentially unpredictable events â€” disease, tick outbreaks, severe winters, and immigrant
wolves. The lessons we learn seem to come more from explaining the past rather than predicting the future.
But afterward we were able to recognize circumstances that had lead to those and other events. Natural history
might be much like human history â€” explainable, but not predictable. Is Nature deterministic or contingent?
Is ecological science like the study of physics or more like the study of human history? Does ecological
knowledge basically boil down to natural history with lots of numbers and statistics? With the wolves and
moose of Isle Royale, where we are simultaneously and paradoxically impressed with how much and how
little we understand. Western science has come to understand a great deal about Nature. But pride for our
knowledge of Nature, need not become hubris to fuel an obsession with controlling Nature. This is the
humility from which a rich relationship with Nature may be rooted.
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4: Wolves - an Ecological Study - Isle Royale National Park (U.S. National Park Service)
The two wolves from the Grand Portage Indian Reservation are the first part of a broader effort to relocate 20 to 30
wolves to the remote island on Lake Superior.

Characteristics The gray wolf gets its name from the thick, gray fur coat covering its body. While most wolves
are gray, their coats can range in color from reddish to solid black. On average, adult wolves are five to six
feet in length, with females weighing pounds and males weighing pounds. A wolf will hunt small prey such as
snowshoe hare and beaver, however, they often live in small packs of four to eight members and work
together hunting larger prey like moose. Wolf Population It is largely accepted that wolves arrived on Isle
Royale by crossing an ice bridge that formed between the island and the Canadian mainland during the winter
of Since this initial population of island wolves, the population has varied from 50 animals in to a low of two
animals since Wolf population variation is driven by the availability of its primary food source of older moose
and calves, and the spread of canine diseases to the island. Furthermore, genetic inbreeding has led to physical
deformities and has, at times, resulted in low productivity and survival. A graph showing the number of
wolves and number of moose on Isle Royale since Wolves help stabilize the moose herd by preying on the
old, young, and ill, while strong moose numbers allow for stable winter hunting for the wolves. Check out the
correlation between wolf and moose populations of Isle Royale since Where Are The Wolves? Isle Royale
wolves can be found throughout the island, however they are afraid of people and will avoid human
interaction. They are very elusive, but your best chance of seeing them would be along lakeshores, open areas,
or hiking trails. As of , there are only two wolves living on Isle Royale. NPS Breeding In the hierarchy of wolf
packs, there is typically one dominant female who is allowed to breed with the dominant male, forming the
alpha pair, or pack leaders. A female wolf can breed by the age of two. Breeding occurs in February and
March with pups born in April and May. A typical litter consists of four to seven pups, which will remain in
the den for their first six to eight weeks. Having A Safe Wolf Experience Wolves are often afraid of people
and will leave an area when they hear or smell humans. Here are safe wolf experience guidelines: Do not
provide food directly or indirectly. Stow your food properly to limit the smell and do not leave food or
garbage in campsites or picnic areas. Dispose of fish remains in water that is at least 50 feet deep or at least
feet from campgrounds, water sources, and trails. If you meet a wolf at close range less than 25 feet and it
does not leave or is advancing, do what you can to terminate the encounter. Back away or make noise, but do
not run away. If you observe them at more than 25 feet, leave the area but do not run. If a wolf appears to
show unusual behavior, such as lack of fear of humans, please report your sighting to park staff. If you come
upon a dead moose, keep moving away from the carcass. Wolves may be present and will be more aggressive
to protect the food source. Let park staff know the location of the carcass. No pets are allowed on the island.
Wolves are territorial and will view a domestic canine as a threat. Domestic dogs can also spread canine
diseases like parvovirus and distemper, which are deadly to wolves.
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5: Two Wolves Remain on Isle Royale | Michigan Tech News | Michigan Technological University
As an isolated island, Isle Royale initially had neither wolves nor moose. The moose are believed to have either swum
across Lake Superior from Minnesota in the early s or were stocked on the island by man for the purpose of recreational
hunting.

Wolf-moose dynamics interactions[ edit ] Moose health and population on Isle Royale have a great effect on
other animal and plant life. As an isolated island, Isle Royale initially had neither wolves nor moose. The
moose are believed to have either swum across Lake Superior from Minnesota in the early s or were stocked
on the island by man for the purpose of recreational hunting. According to Rolf Peterson, a professor at
Michigan Technological University and the lead wolf-moose researcher, "Moose were isolated here years ago.
Most of the genes are still here, but they have enough population to compensate. There are so few wolves that
they have lost genetic variability. The scientific dogma suggests that they are not going to make it. The highest
number of wolves observed was 50 in followed by a population crash to 14 by In , there were moose and 23
wolves. The density of the two species depends strongly on the density of forage. Moose mostly die from the
consequences of malnutrition: Also, calves suffer from malnutrition when they are born during a winter with
snow too deep for easy foraging. Wolves on the island have, historically, been separated into three or four
packs, with each pack usually having between three and eight members, including two or three pups. The
number of wolves in a pack depends mainly on the amount of snow that fell in the previous winter. In winters
with light snow, pups tend to leave the pack to find mates, so packs run at four or five members; in heavily
snowy winters, the pups stay with the pack, which can reach ten to twelve members. If many members of a
pack die, the pack dissolves and a new one forms within a year. One pack will dissolve about once every thirty
years. Old Gray Guy was larger and more territorial than the other Isle Royale wolves. His own pack grew to
an unusually large 10 wolves, and displaced and drove to extinction one of the other 4 packs. Vucetich, the
lead author of a study of the wolves published online in The Proceedings of the Royal Society B in By the end
of his eight years of breeding, he produced 34 pups, those had produced an additional 45 pups. Scientists
expected that such an introduction would create a "genetic rescue" population boom, but it did not happen.
Peterson, a research professor at Michigan Technological University, said that the population of Isle Royale
hangs on by a thread, as it has for decades. The average reproduction after the Old Gray Guy arrived was no
different from before. Yet this does not mean that he had no effect. Vucetich, an assistant professor of wildlife
ecology at Michigan Technological University. What if wolf No. Vucetich said that it is impossible to know
for sure, but the Isle Royale wolves might have disappeared completely. It may be that the Old Gray Guy
arrived just in time. Once a moose is brought down and killed, wolves have to compete with scavenging
ravens. Ravens are tenacious scavengers that can easily dodge the strike of a wolf and are unbothered by them.
Ravens can eat and store up to two pounds 0. Before wolves hunted them to extinction , coyotes used to
inhabit the island. They are as easy prey for wolves and they create aquatic macrophytes , very nutritional
plants for moose, although the macrophytes are also consumed by the beavers. Beavers have been exposed to
predation by having to travel long distances to find only parts of the island where aspen remains. Researchers
have found that wolves do not show much interest in preying on hares, and only feed on them incidentally.
Wolves do not commonly hunt foxes, though wolves have been observed killing foxes when they attempt to
feed on an animal carcass. The biting ticks cause a lot of discomfort for the moose, so they try to get the ticks
off their bodies by biting off their hair, and rubbing up against trees. This preoccupies moose, and keeps them
from browsing for food, which can lead to malnutrition. Compounded with blood loss, moose weakened by
ticks are easier for wolves to kill. Otherwise, they die out. Hot summers also lead to moose resting in the
shade, or in the water to keep cool, making them easier prey for wolves. Also, hot summers lead to tougher
foraging for moose which makes them less prepared and more vulnerable to the winter. Not only has the
recent warming of Isle Royale hurt the moose, but completely opposite problems harm them also. Harsh
winters pose significant problems to moose, because moose have problems finding food when there is too
much snow on the ground. When there is a significant amount of snow, moose stay in conifer swamps ,
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making them easier prey for wolves, because they are more confined, and immobilized due to the snow.
Female moose called "cows" have been spotted on nearby smaller islands, around the main island of Isle
Royale, because they swim across to give birth. This allows for them to give birth and raise their young
without the threat of wolves preying on their young when they are vulnerable. This also causes trouble for
moose that are born in the winter, because they can no longer swim across the water to another island, and
must raise the new calf in the snow. Once the calves are physically mature, they are able to swim back, and are
then able to better protect themselves from wolves, as they are then in their prime years. During , the wolf
population is now nearly extirpated with only two severely inbred wolves present. Absent a new infusion of
migrant wolves, or human intervention, the original situation of a high moose population limited only by
starvation is the prospect. The moose population has tripled in the past decade, reaching about 1, in the survey,
but as wolf die off approaches, competition for food due to overpopulation will become a further stress on
moose. An official Record of Decision was released on 7 June selecting this preferred alternative over several
others including taking no action, introducing wolves over a longer year period, and delaying immediate
action but allowing for the possibility of future action after the continued monitoring of moose population
metrics.
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6: Wolves and moose on Isle Royale - Wikipedia
Isle Royale wolves have been in decline for more than a decade. In recent years, park managers have discussed island
and wolf management with wildlife managers and geneticists from across the United States and Canada, and have
received input during public meetings and from Native American tribes of the area.

Having survived another year, it is likely that only two wolves remain on Isle Royale. A researcher from
Michigan Technological University surveyed the island this winter, part of the longest running predator-prey
study in the world. The sudden population drop has led the Isle Royale National Park to look into intervention
strategies for one of its most iconic species. In recent years, wolves had been on the decline and moose on the
rise. In particular, the island probably has two wolves left and the moose herd is estimated to be 1, and likely
increasing. More moose means more vegetation is eaten, as documented in population increases like those
seen in the early s. Predation is the natural check on moose, keeping them from damaging forest vegetation,
explains John Vucetich, a professor of ecology at Michigan Tech and report co-author. But with the packs
greatly diminished that balance no longer holds sway. Wolf Genetics The population crash on Isle Royale is
the result of inbreeding. At one point, genetic rescue might have made a differenceâ€”as it did when the wolf
known as "Old Gray Guy" crossed an ice bridge to the island. That opportunity has now passed. It is a
common thought that genetic rescue might not be a good idea because the wolves possess too many
deleterious genes. They are half-siblingsâ€”and also a father-daughter pair. Geneticists measure the severity of
incestuous relationships with inbreeding coefficients, falling on a scale between 0 and 1. Cousins mating
results in offspring with a 0. Any offspring produced by the last two Isle Royale wolves would have an
expected inbreeding coefficient between 0. Phil Hedrick from Arizona State University is the geneticist who
calculated those figures. He says it is rare for a population to reach such high inbreeding coefficients, though
high inbreeding has been measured in other groups, like cheetahs and Mexican wolves. Those populations are
also widely recognized to be in dire straits. The effects are visible with the pup observed on the island in ,
which had an inbreeding coefficient of 0. In , there were three wolvesâ€”one of them likely died in the past
year. The other two wolves are unlikely to have successfully reproduced in the past year. Moreover, Peterson
observed the tracks of what appear to have been two wolves in February. It is plausible that the population is
now comprised of just those two wolves who will be six and eight years old this spring. For context, the life
expectancy of wolves on Isle Royale has been about four years of age. Due to the state of the wolves on Isle
Royale, the National Park Service wrote in a release in March, "At this time, natural recovery of the [wolf]
population is unlikely. The limited effort was attributable to administrative constraints. That effort also
resulted in an estimated 1, moose, up four percent from last year, and two observations suggest that 1, is likely
an underestimate. First, of the moose observed 22 percent were calves. Second, predation rate was extremely
low. The abundance of calves and predation rate have each been useful predictors of increase in moose
abundance. But Peterson warns that waiting too long could lead to damage than cannot be undone â€” a kind
of Humpty-Dumpty problem. However, an alternative perspective is that it would be best to simply not
intervene. Sociological Data Research by Michael Nelson of Oregon State University, shows overwhelming
support for having wolves on Isle Royale, even if that involves intervention. Half of those commenters cited
maintaining ecosystem health as a key reason. The underpinning views are that a healthy ecosystem should
not need human intervention and maintaining naturalnessâ€”with no human meddlingâ€”means standing
aside, even if that means another National Park without top carnivores. Michigan Technological University is
a public research university, home to more than 7, students from 54 countries. Founded in , the University
offers more than undergraduate and graduate degree programs in science and technology, engineering,
forestry, business and economics, health professions, humanities, mathematics, and social sciences. October,
24 Related Stories.
7: Officials prepare to relocate wolves to Isle Royale | MPR News
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Isle Royale National Park is a group of islands in a northwestern part of Lake Superiorâ€”the island of Isle Royale is the
largest by far. The entire island is a park, and because of that, it is.

8: NPS to reestablish wolves on Isle Royale
Isle Royale is a remote wilderness island, isolated by the frigid waters of Lake Superior, and home to populations of
wolves and moose. As predator and prey, their lives and deaths are linked in a drama that is timeless and historic.

9: Extreme inbreeding likely spells doom for Isle Royale wolves | Science | AAAS
AT ISLE ROYALE'S MAINLAND headquarters in Houghton, Michigan, Superintendent Green shows me some of the
hundreds of letters she was bombarded with as the dismal fate of the island wolves became apparent.
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